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Play-to-Aid

RescuePals is an NFT-based
browser game where characters
and items are created from real-
world actions of animal welfare.

In-game events trigger real-world
benefits for animals!

Real-World Impact

Multi-Chain Digital Twins
Each RescuePal NFT is uniquely

created from actual animals
rescued and receives a

randomized set of in-game
characteristics.

75% of project revenue is
routed to charity partners and

animal welfare causes, all
transparently and

independently verified.

Explore the expanding in-game
world of Pawtopia while helping

real animals to level up 
your RescuePal, earn NFT

collectibles and more.
Can you collect

them all?

RescuePals
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Real World Impact
Global Animal Care
RescuePals works with
an expanding group of

animal care
organizations to

sponsor adoptions,
and provide critical

supplies

Each contribution to
animal welfare is

represented in-game
via items, points and

more

Digital Twin Donation
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Games

Play-to-Aid

Watch-to-Earn

Quests

Real World Assets

Play an expanding library of
minigames to earn items, points,
achievements, and more!

Complete unique quests and
events to trigger animal welfare
actions around the world!

Participate in free point faucets by
watching ads and other featured
media - Log in to claim your points
or have them default 100% to charity.

Redeem your points for a variety of
tokenized physical assets and unique
rewards. Upon redemption, 75% of point
value in kibble is queued for donation.
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Adoptions

Each RescuePal character
represents a real animal
rescued. With Season One,
we're sponsoring the
adoption of 10,000 dogs out
of kill shelters worldwide!

Tokenized Animal Welfare

A favorite in the world of
Pawtopia, these digital delights
represent 1:1 real pieces of
kibble donated to animals in
need.
Earn them in-game, then
redeem for a variety of rewards!

Accidents happen, and
sometimes our furry friends get
hurt or sick. In Season One, we'll
be sponsoring the medical care
of over 100 animals in need, in
both shelters and clinics with
owners unable to afford care. 

Kibble
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Project Development

Animal Welfare
75% of all RescuePals revenue

goes directly to pre-
determined animal welfare

channels with comprehensive
transparency reporting.

Doing Real Good
75% of our project revenue goes directly to
animal welfare, with transparency reporting and
independent verification. 

We'll be actively converting
5% of our total project

revenue into QNT for the
purposes of licensing and

platform upgrades.
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Welfare Rewards

QNT Conversion

10% of project revenue is
used to create and issue

welfare-based rewards for
the game users and project

ecosystem.

10% of project revenue is
used for funding the
development of the

RescuePals universe.
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RescuePals utilizes
a multi-step system

to authenticate
donations with

independent third
parties.

Permanent Data

We're exploring the
use of zero-

knowledge and
decentralized

identity solutions to
authenticate our

real-world impacts.

Transparency & Reporting
All project revenue is extensively tracked with
public reporting accessible both in-game &
within our documentation.
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Independent
Verification

Public Access

Transparency
Reports will be

posted monthly on
our social media

accounts and
available in-game.

All project funds
will be securely
managed with

multi-sig hardware
wallets.

ZKP/DID

Multi-Sig Custody

All donation
reporting will be

uploaded to
permanent file

storage and can be
referenced in

metadata.



RescuePals follows a dynamic Season model that
explores new worlds, characters, items, and more! 

Season One features a six-part roadmap that brings
RescuePals to the public, allowing players to explore
and unlock the secrets of Pawtopia through an
exciting campaign featuring a 10,000 dog shelter
rescue & more!

Major updates in Season One include Free-to-Earn &
Play-to-Aid game mechanisms, an expanding arcade,
Tokenized physical assets, diverse microtransaction
functions, and our first game characters.

Roadmap

Chapter 1
Public Launch

Chapter 3
World Update

Chapter 5
World Expansion

Chapter 2
RescuePal Sale

Chapter 4
RescuePal Reveal

Chapter 6
Game Integration

The projected impact for Season One is:
Rescuing 10,000 dogs worldwide from kill shelters 
Provide over 10,000,000 kibbles to hungry animals
in shelters & qualified in-need pet owners.
Sponsor 100 medical procedures for pets in need
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Play RescuePals and
save an animal today
www.rescuepals.world
info@rescuepals.world

RescuePals
Play-to-Aid



Disclaimer
Purchasing RescuePals NFTs involves an element of risk and may lead to the loss of a substantial
part or the entirety of the principal monies advanced. Before purchasing RescuePals NFTs,
diligently and thoroughly assess and take into account the risks identified in this whitepaper, as
well as others risks not included or anticipated in this document. Only purchase RescuePals NFTs
if you fully understand the economics of RescuePals supply and issuance and the RescuePals
economy. Crypto assets can be subject to expropriation and/or theft. Computer hackers or other
malicious groups or organisations may attempt to interfere with the RescuePals platform in a
number of different ways – these may include malware attacks, distributed denial of service
attacks and consensus-based exploits such as a 51% attack that could result in the loss of
RescuePals NFTs or the loss of the ability to access RescuePals NFTs. Because of the immutable
nature of blockchain transactions there may be no remedy if a successful attack by malicious
actors was to take place against the blockchain(s) that the RescuePals NFTs platform is built on.
Crypto assets are not regulated as financial instruments and there is no refund or compensation
available from regulatory bodies. The regulatory status of crypto assets remains in flux and varies
from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, presenting owners of crypto assets with a level of legal
uncertainty. It is possible that in the future, certain laws, regulations, policies or rules relating to
crypto assets, blockchain technology or decentralized applications may be implemented that
affect or restrict token holders’ acquisition, ownership rights, and ability to buy, sell, convert or
use crypto assets such as RescuePals NFTs. Uncertainties regarding tax legislation relating to
crypto assets could leave token holders exposed to unforeseen consequences such as taxable
events retrospectively applied or to be applied in the future. Each prospective RescuePals
purchaser should weigh up their own individual appetite for risk and consider consulting an
independent financial adviser before making any decisions. Readers of this whitepaper may also
need to consult a tax professional, accountant, lawyer or other professionals in order to fully
satisfy themselves regarding any outstanding matters related to how the RescuePals platform is
designed and operated, before deciding whether a purchase of RescuePals NFTs would be in line
with their risk profile. Digital assets may be unregulated in your jurisdiction. The value of digital
assets may go down as well as up. Profits may be subject to capital gains or other taxes
applicable in your jurisdiction.


